A higher level of
security for controlled
pharmaceuticals
With the DL-100 and DL-200 Drug Lockers, you can be assured your
customers prescriptions will remain safe and secure.
With an outer case made of heavy-duty 16-gauge steel, and 14-gauge
doors resting on a full-length hinge with 3-point locking, the DL’s offer a
formidable defense barrier against unauthorized access.

Two Configurations Available
DL-100: 24” wide, single
door, 3-pull out
shelves; one file
drawer
DL-200: 48” wide, double
door, 7-pull out
shelves including
one for oversized
storage, and one
file drawer

Authorized entry first requires the opening of a mechanical managers
key lock. Once open, access is granted only after the correct digital code
is entered into the electronic lock. With every entry, an audit stamp is
recorded by the lock with user information, date and time of entry.
Every transactions via the electronic lock will be recorded, enabling a
digital trail that is irrefutable.
So when a secure storage unit that utilizes both a mechanical and
electronic locking mechanism is desired, housed in a heavy-duty
constructed cabinet, look no further than the Korden Drug Lockers.
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Drug Storage Locker Specifications
Construction:
Outer case made of heavy duty 16-gauge Cold Rolled Steel (CRS)
Cabinet doors and D-Wall made of 14-gauge CRS (double wall construction) and mounted
on full-length piano hinge for maximum door rigidity
Heavy-duty 3-point locking system for enhanced security
Seven (7) full extension pull out shelves made of 18-gauge CRS
One (1) full extension legal size file drawer made of 18-gauge CRS
Mig welded at stress points for enhanced rigidity
Shelves, Slides, and Cabinet
Four (4) adjustable leg levelers (standard)
Four (4) anchor points for floor bolting (optional)
Four (4) 3/8” diameter top anchoring holes (for undercounter mounting)
Adjustable dividers in ½” increments
Full extension, progressive ball bearing drawer slides with a 150 lb. rating
Door Lock:
Lagard LP Audit lock with manager mode + 8 users
Time delay ability (both delay and open)
Audit trail of 512 event capable
Managers mechanical key lock core changeable

A typical install showing pharmaceuticals organized and labeled
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